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SN-213 Large lighting installations recommendations

LEGAL NOTICE DISCLAIMER

This document and the contents of all materials available from this document (the “Content”) are subject to
copyright (including patent protection) by SILVAIR, unless otherwise indicated. Copyright is not claimed as
to any part of the intellectual property owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. Product names and markings noted
herein may be trademarks of their respective owners. Accordingly, the Content may not be republished in
any way without the prior written consent of SILVAIR. In doing so, you may not remove or alter, or cause to
be removed or altered, any copyright, trademark, trade name, service mark, or any other proprietary notice
or legend appearing on any of the Content. Modification or use of the Content except as expressly provided
herein violates SILVAIR’s intellectual property rights. Neither title nor intellectual property rights are
transferred to you by access to this document.

The information provided in this document is provided “AS-IS” and SILVAIR specifically disclaims any and all

express, implied or statutory warranties, including the implied warranties of fitness for a particular
purpose, and of merchantability and against infringement. No person is authorized to make any warranty or
representation on behalf of SILVAIR concerning the performance of the described services or information.
The user of the document assumes all responsibility and liability for proper and safe handling of the goods
and services. Further, the user indemnifies SILVAIR from all claims arising from the handling or use of the
goods and services. It is the user’s responsibility to take any and all appropriate precautions with regard to
electrostatic discharge and any other technical or legal concerns. Users handling electrostatic discharge
installation must have appropriate electronics training and observe good standards of engineering practice.
Except as expressly indicated in writing, SILVAIR services are not designed for use in medical, life-saving, or
life-sustaining applications or for any other application in which the failure of the SILVAIR service could
result in personal injury or death. The information contained in this document may not be used contrary to
applicable law or any purpose other than specified in the document i.e. for a lighting control solution.

Unless otherwise specified in the writing, to the maximum extent permitted by applicable law. SILVAIR

SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE OR LIABLE TO ANYBODY FOR ANY DIRECT or INDIRECT, SPECIAL,
INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, LOSS
OF REVENUES, LOSS OF PROFITS OR LOSS OR INACCURACY OF DATA, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES, OR INCURRED IN USING THIS DOCUMENT OR SILVAIR’S SERVICES
AND/OR PRODUCTS. SILVAIR’S CUMULATIVE LIABILITY FOR ANY AND ALL DAMAGES IS LIMITED TO
THE AMOUNTS PAID TO SILVAIR BY THE USER IN THE LAST 12 (TWELVE) MONTHS FOR THE
PARTICULAR PRODUCTS AND/OR SERVICES WITH RESPECT TO WHICH A CLAIM IS MADE. SILVAIR
HAS AGREED WITH THE USER THAT THESE LIMITATIONS WILL SURVIVE AND APPLY EVEN IF ANY
LIMITED REMEDY SPECIFIED IN THIS AGREEMENT IS FOUND TO HAVE FAILED OF ITS ESSENTIAL
PURPOSE.

The parameters provided in this document may vary over time. All operating parameters, including typical
parameters, must be validated by each customer’s technical experts.

Except as expressly indicated in writing, no license, express or implied, to any intellectual property rights is
granted by this document or by any conduct of SILVAIR.

The document and information provided in this document is proprietary to SILVAIR, and unless otherwise
indicated in writing, SILVAIR reserves the right to make any changes to the information in this document or
to any products and services at any time without notice.
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The document as well as the rights and obligations of SILVAIR and of the user of the documentation and/or
SILVAIR’S services hereunder shall be governed by Polish regulations. The user of the document and
SILVAIR agree to submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of, and venue in, the courts of Krakow, in any dispute
arising out of or relating to this agreement. The application of the “United Nations Convention on
Contracts for the International Sale of Goods” is hereby excluded. All required or permitted notices to
Silvair under this document will be made in writing, make reference to this document, and be delivered by
hand, or dispatched by prepaid air courier or by registered or certified airmail, postage prepaid, addressed
as follows:

SILVAIR Sp. z o.o.
ul. Jasnogórska 44
31-358 Kraków
Poland
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1. Introduction

This document aims to support users in the proper configuration of large lighting installations. The

recommendations from this document should be used in projects:

● Exhibiting issues with the lighting control functions

● Containing  > 200 nodes

● Where the spatial organization of the nodes is at least partially linear (as opposed to a grid)

● Where the distances between individual nodes is large, approx. >60% the maximum radio

range of the components

● Utilizing a Gateway and Silvair Connected Lighting and Building Intelligence services: Energy /

Occupancy monitoring, or Scheduling
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2. What is a large lighting installation

A Large installation is not necessarily one that physically occupies a big space or has a large number of

nodes. It is determined in part by:

○ the number of nodes added to the network,

○ the distances between the nodes and their spatial distribution

○ the lighting control profiles used in the project.

In general, if you have an installation with nodes not distributed in a grid (linear installation type), or an

installation consisting of approximately > 200 nodes, follow the tips described in this document.

The performance of a mesh network depends on the complexity of  lighting profiles used in the project.

For example, for a very simple lighting profile used in the network (e.g. Manual On / Off) the project

consisting of more than 200 nodes may work fine, but in the case when more advanced lighting profiles

are used (e.g. Occupancy with Daylight Harvesting) such a network is prone to failures.

2.1 Installations with large number of nodes

The below image (Img.1) shows a sample view of a large grid-type installation that will experience

problems with the delivery of messages between nodes due to the large amount of network traffic. This

installation has not been divided into separate areas. The red devices indicate nodes that have issues

with receiving mesh messages.
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Img.1 A large grid  installation with no areas (subnets)

The image below (Img.2) shows the installation from Img.1 split into two areas (which will divide the

network into two subnets). The message delivery rate is substantially improved by the separation of the

nodes in the network into two areas.

Img.2  A grid installation divided in two areas (subnets)
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3. What are subnets and why are they

important?

To lower the traffic in a large network, Silvair uses subnets mechanism that allows to make large

installations highly effective. Subnets logically separate traffic of messages between nodes. This is

achieved by dividing a large network into smaller units that can easily handle the number of mesh

messages and their repetitions in one area. The subnets mechanism cuts the number of Relays and

reduces the range of mesh messages only to the designated area. The number of mesh messages sent by

a node does not change.

To grasp the idea of potential issues occuring in large installations, you need to consider the Bluetooth

mesh operation mechanism. A sample single network of 400 nodes is working: the nodes constantly

send and receive mesh messages, Relay nodes work to transmit the messages further. The traffic in the

network is huge and the number of messages in the network depends on the number of messages sent

by each of the nodes per second and the number of Relay nodes enabled in the network. Additionally, to

increase the high delivery rate (delivery of information between nodes), the retransmission mechanism

is used in the network which obviously increases the traffic.

Relay nodes help to achieve high delivery of messages by multiplying the number of messages sent from

single nodes and sending them to the remote parts of the network. More messages sent  and more

relaying in the network helps to achieve high network performance in the Bluetooth mesh, but it also

increases the overall traffic which in turn increases the message collision probability and ultimately

lowers the information delivery rate. Because of that, some lighting scenarios may not work as expected.

Also, such a huge traffic may result in misinformation gathered by e.g. energy monitoring systems.

3.1 Subnets in large installations
Subnets can be compared to “logical walls” that divide a single, large installation into smaller areas.

Dividing a large network into separate areas improves the quality of the mesh network by increasing the

delivery rate for all nodes.

In this document the term “areas” is analogous to “subnets”. Each area in the Silvair Commissioning is

treated as a subnet.

The subnet mechanism in mesh networks allows for the creation of large projects by splitting them up

into multiple areas that form a lighting installation.

● Each area has a plan (floorplan) and contains multiple zones, each with a different profile
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● Nodes from one area cannot control lighting in other areas through zone linking or other

mechanisms

○ Zones can be linked only with other zones inside the same area (cross-area zone linking

is impossible)

3.2 Subnet configuration Recommendation
● Split projects into smaller areas (up to 200 devices)

● Split areas into smaller zones

● Do not link too many zones (up to 20 small zones)

● Installations consisting of more than 200 nodes are treated as large installations that should be

split into smaller areas within one project

○ Examples:

■ An installation (project) of 300 nodes is split into 2 areas of approx. 150 nodes

each)

■ 400 nodes installation - two areas of 200 nodes per each area

■ 600 nodes installation - 3 areas of 200 nodes each, or 4 areas 150 nodes per each

area etc.

● Remember that zone linking works only within a single area. (Cross-area linking is not supported)

3.3 How to set up subnets in new projects
No special actions are required.

Silvair Web app

● Design the project using multiple areas such that a single area contains less than 200 devices.

Silvair Mobile App

● Add devices to the separate areas created via the web app (e.g. 150 devices in area FLOOR 1 and

another 150 devices in area FLOOR 2).

● Do not add more than 200 devices per area

3.4 How to set up subnets in existing projects
Subnets are present in all projects starting from the 201908 Silvair web & 1.17 mobile app releases.

Users with existing projects containing more than 200 nodes must check the following:

Silvair Web app

● Ensure the project version  is 201908 or higher

○ more information on how to update projects is available in the Silvair Commissioning User

Manual in the Knowledge Base

● Divide this project in multiple areas such that a single area contains less than 200 nodes.
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Silvair Mobile App

● Remove devices from areas with more than 200 nodes

● Add the removed devices to the separate areas created via the web app (e.g. 150 devices in area

FLOOR 1 and another 150 devices in area FLOOR 2).

● Do not add more than 200 devices per area
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4. Projects containing Silvair Gateways

IMPORTANT: A Gateway is required only in installations utilizing the following services: Energy

Monitoring, Occupancy Monitoring, Scheduling.

The Silvair Gateway is a device that allows our partners to schedule events and collect data

from their Bluetooth mesh lighting networks and transmit them to the Silvair Cloud, from

where it can be visualised and analysed.

One Gateway can:

● control and monitor multiple areas

● Monitor data (energy or occupancy) from a mesh network of approximately 200 bluetooth mesh

devices.

Installations with Energy / Occupancy Monitoring:

One gateway should not monitor more than 200 nodes in all areas. Having a gateway monitoring more

than 200 nodes total will not guarantee good reporting and will cause poor performance of the mesh

network in that project.

Installations with only Scheduling:

More than 200 devices can be scheduled as long as the areas satisfy the 200 node per area limit

4.1 Gateways monitoring/scheduling multiple areas

The number of gateways used in an installation depend on the following:

● number of mesh nodes in areas

● building construction and arrangement of zones in the building

● services used (monitoring services, or scheduling service)

Consider the arrangement of areas in the project. If a Gateway controls more than one area, it must have

a direct connection to at least one node in each controlled area.  If there is a poor or nonexistent

connection between the Gateway and a controlled area, the Gateway function may work in one area but

not in another.
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Example:

Img.3 - Incorrect gateway placement for controlling multiple areas.

Img.4 - Correct gateway placement for controlling multiple areas
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4.2 Other considerations
Q: Can relays from one area route mesh traffic for another area?

A: No.  The relays in one area will only route traffic from nodes in that area.  In the case

below, consider moving the isolated node into the blue area

Q: Do I always need to create separate areas (subnets) in my project ?

A: No. In general if you have an installation of < 200 nodes there is no need to divide it

into areas Create a project in the Silvair web app, and then create one area where you will

add all devices into as many zones are required

Q: Does zone-linking work with zones in different areas?

A: Zone linking works ONLY within a particular subnet/area. Zone linking does not work

between zones in separate areas.

Q: I have a 700 nodes network. Can I divide it into 2 subnets of 350 nodes each?

A: No, it is not recommended. 350 nodes in one subnet where each device is a

sensor-controller node is too high load for a single subnet to work. In this case, we

recommend using at least 4 areas with no more than 200 nodes each.

Q: Do I need to have a Gateway for subnets to work ?

A: No, Gateway installation is required only when you are using any of the Connected

Lighting or Building Intelligence services (Scheduling, Energy / Occupancy Monitoring)

features in that area.

Q: Is the maximum number of nodes in an area 200?
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A: 200 nodes is an estimated number. In some cases it is possible that a single network of

more than 200 nodes will function correctly without dividing it into smaller subnets.

However, the function of the network depends on various factors such as: types of

sensors used, sensor data publishing frequency,  arrangement of nodes, and

environmental conditions such as walls’ thickness, ceiling thickness, and construction

material.
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5. Replay Protection List (RPL)

What is RPL (Replay Protection List) and why it is important in lighting installations.

Every message sent in the Bluetooth mesh network consists of source and destination addresses and a

sequence number. To be protected from replay attack every node must remember the last seen

sequence number for every source address sending messages to it. The list of those information is

called replay protection list (RPL). Each Bluetooth mesh device (e.g. controller, sensor, mobile device,)

has an individual RPL list and RPL capacity. It is possible to count the RPL size for each mesh device.

This can prevent from filling up and blocking this list, as well as from the RPL attacks. Silvair firmware

has an RPL of the following sizes:

● 126 for firmware versions up to 2.13

● 255 for firmware versions 2.14 -2.17

● 350 for firmware version 2.18 and higher

The RPL size limits the number of devices a device can subscribe to (the number of devices controlling

it), which translates into the number of devices in the zone and the number of devices in linked zones.

Examples (for firmware version 2.18 and higher):

○ A single zone without any linking but with daylight harvesting profile -  up to 170 devices where

each device is an occupancy sensor-controller

○ Two similar zones with daylight harvesting linked together - up to 110 devices

○ A single zone with manual control - up to 340 devices due to the RPL limit, but up to 200 devices

due to the maximum number of devices in the area

Please note that zones that big are not recommended.

NOTE: The number of slots used in RPL per node depends on the number of devices in the zone,

composition data, complexity of zone linking configuration and scenarios used.

5.1 Rules for counting the slots used in RPL:
● 1 slot for each motion sensor controlling the desired node (from the same or a

linked zone)

● 1 slot for each lightness controller (luminaire) working together with the desired

node (the same zone) in Daylight Harvesting (DH) type of scenario
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● 1 slot for each switch node used for controlling the desired node (from the same

or a linked zone)

● 1 slot for an ALS node used for maintaining desired level in the zone where this

node is in Daylight Harvesting type of scenario

● up to 5 slots (typically no more than 2) for each mobile application used for

commissioning/reconfiguration

● 1 slot for each luminaire in the zone (for energy monitoring va gateway)

● 1 slot for each relay in the project (for proper time propagation in the network

project versions 202101+ and fw 2.20+)

RPL in nodes is persistent and it is periodically cleaned from irrelevant devices during IV index update

procedure.

Starting FW version 2.20 while using INS functionality, each node adds information on all the relays in the

project to the RPL.

5.2 RPL counting formula and rules

The required number of the RPL entries needs to be at least equal to:

NMotionSensor + NSW +  NLuminaire + NALS + NRelays + 5 * Nmob

NMotionSensor Total number of motion sensors in all linked zones

NSW Total number of switches in all linked zones

NLuminaire Total number of luminaires in the zone where we want to count the RPL size
IMPORTANT: you need to double the number in Daylight Harvesting scenario

NALS Total number of Ambient Light Sensors in the zone where we want to count the RPL size

Nmob Total number of mobile devices with commissioning app, each able to commission and
configure up to 5 devices in parallel  in the zone where we want to count the RPL size.

NRelays
For project version 202101 and FW 2.20+

5.3 Number of devices per linked zone

It is important not to exceed the number of concurrent linked zones in a single project

due to RPL limitations. Please note that:
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● The number of concurrent linked zones in a single project should not exceed 20.

○ This is due to limitations in the subscription group messaging number

which is equal to 64.

● Less zone linking in a single project = more devices can be added in one zone.

● The below numbers are estimated examples including minor margins of error.

Average no of devices in one zone Max no of linked zones

≤40 5

≤30 7

≤20 11

≤12 20
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6. Linear Installations

As mentioned at the beginning of this document, a large installation is not necessarily an installation that

physically occupies a big space. The size of an installation is mostly determined by the number of nodes

added to the network,  their distribution density as well as the lighting control profiles used in the

project.

The shape of the installation is linear thus the communication between nodes is one-directional and

goes in a straight line. Also, in linear installations the distance separating individual nodes is huge, for

example 30 metres. Such a long distance between nodes requires enabling Relays on individual devices

manually.

The role of Relays in a lighting installation is vital. They act as accelerators in delivering mesh messages

between nodes and transmit the messages further into the zone. If the Relays are improperly placed  and

nodes aren’t within range of at least one relay, the mesh network will be disjoint and the zone will not

function correctly.

Automatic Relay mechanism

● The mesh network is automatically configured while the user adds a new

device to a zone. This mechanism runs in the background and sets

approx. 10% of all devices added to the zone(s) as Relays.

Do not use automatic Relay mechanism in linear installations

○ In the case of linear installations automatic Relay mechanism will

not work, especially if distance between individual nodes is huge

○ User should use the Silvair mobile app to set Relays manually on

selected nodes in the zone

○ The Relay toggle is available in the mobile app > Project view >

Zones view > select device > expand device settings > enable

Relay
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Relays have a giant role in linear, distributed installations types. If they are set up in a wrong way, the

functioning of a mesh lighting installation may not work properly. Consider the below examples:
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Linear Installation A

Linear Installation A : recommended Relay
placement

● The distance between each node in
this installation is ~ 10 metres each

● Approximate radio range in this case
is 35m

● Relays are placed such that each
relay is within radio range of the next
relay.

● This ensures messages can be
forwarded further through the
network

● Relays must be placed manually
using the Silvair mobile app. The
installer can not rely on the
automatic Relay selection
mechanism
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Linear Installation B

Linear Installation B : incorrect Relay
placement

● The distance between each node in
this installation is ~ 10 metres

● Approximate radio range in this case
is 35m

● The automatic mechanism turned on
one relay

● The relays on the edge are not within
radio range of at least one relay.
They do not receive mesh messages
and are not part of the mesh
network.

● Lighting control in the system will
not function correctly

Linear Installations summary:

Do

● Set up Relay manually with the Silvair mobile app. Do not use only automatic modes of

setting Relays

● Place relays such that each node in the network is within range of at least one relay

● Always consider distance between nodes. Huge distance requires enabling more Relays

in the zone

Dont

● Avoid  setting  up “Proxy” and “Relay” functions on one device as it

decreases performance of the device

● Do not squash Relays in one place as illustrated on “Linear Installation B”
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Contact Information

Support:

Business development:

For more information please visit:

support@silvair.com

business@silvair.com

www.silvair.com

Our offices:

Europe

ul. Jasnogórska 44

31-358, Kraków

POLAND

North America

717 Market Street, Suite 100

San Francisco, CA 94103

USA
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